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PREFACE
The literatvure research and exnerimental work were acoomplished
during & ten neek association with tne Electrical DiviBion of the
Douglas AlrcreUTt Ccsipany, Ino«, £1 Segundo, California. The experimen-
tal work was completed in the antenna laboratory with excellent assist-
ance from the company personnel. It is hoped that this work will prove
to be of value to the Douglas Aircraft Company in their effort to make
accurate predictions of the oomir.unioation range. The writer wishes to
express his appreciaLion 10 Idessrs. V. L. Tucker^ M. k. niiiis, Ernest
Witten, and George Mines who were very generous in sharing their ideas
and knowledge.
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STMUKT
This pap«r is oonoemed with tho efficiency of aircraft antsrmas.
It is ccBiposed of two natural parts, i'he lirs^ par^; is a report of th«
results of an exhaustive search of the literature for possible methods
and techniques to evaluate the antenna efficiency with the aid of scaled
models. The second part is a report of the procedure, data, results,
and the conclusions of the selected method of evaluation* The results
obtained have not been checked by any other method and nay need many in-
flight tests for proper evaluation, nefinemont oi "cecriiuques ama
circuitry undoubtedly will improve the accuracy and reliability of the
presented method*
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TABIi: OF SYMBOLS AND AfiBKEVIATIONS
A^ The effeotive aperture of any antenna*
A«B The BAzimxin effective aperture of any antenna.
A.\ The effectiTe aperture of antenna 1,
A]jQ The nasclmian effectiTe aperture of antenna 1*
A? The effective aperture of antenna 2#
iQjQ The maxliilun effectiTe aperture of antenna 2«
C(^) / cos(;^TTt )dt, an expression in Sohelkunoff * s equations*
D The directivity,
B The voltage intensity in any direction*
Eg The spatial r*m*s« voltage, defined as proportional to the square
root of the average poiter*
I9 The electric field in the 9 direction*
9d The electric field in the ^ direction*
^ The electric field at a test position*
Gq The gain with respect to an isotropic radiator*
P The power per unit solid angle in any direction*
Pav The average power*
Pf- The average power for the Eg polarisation*
Pfu The average power for the E^ polarization*
^in ^^* input power*
Pout "^^ output power*
Po The power density of the incident wave*
R. The antenna resistance*
vlii

R^ The bolometer resisteunce.
Rg The slant length of the horn with the flare in the electric
plame,
Rj^ The slant length of the horn "with the flare in the magnetio
plane*
Kg The loss resistunce.
Rp The radiation resistanoe.
R The range separation of the transmitting and receiving antennas*
8(x) jsin (afft )dt, an expression m -cnelkunoff ' s equations*
V The voltage in the receiver section.
VSVH The voltaf;© st«u;din,^ wave ratio*
WX The pow'W in zno xemuaation of antenna 1*
1^ The poner in the termination of antenna 2*
^lO That j'ortion of Wj due to the E9 polari ration,
W^w That p' rx-j-on of W^ due to the E£( polaritation*
W?Q That portion of H^ due to the Sq polarization*
1^ That portion of 1^ due to the Eaj polarisation*
W The power in the terminating impedance*
X]^ The reactance of the PRD tuner that completes the r*f* circuit*
Xq The reactance of the Pf-lD tuner, shunt stub*
Xz The reactance of the HID tuner, series stub*
X The value of the recorder scale in voltage*
Y The value of the inte^^rator counter.
Zg^ The auiteniia impedance*
^nl "^^^ input impedance at point 1*
ix
ir^.
,'iiJ&^
2Jin2 Tho input ijnp«danoe at noint 2,
a The dimension of the horn antenna in the H plana*
b The dimension of the horn antenna in the E plane*
(^ The width or the physical aperture of the receiving antenna*
dt The width or the physical aperture or the transcittin^; antenna*
g The (^aln in tha s direction; (a notation of Sohelkunoff )*
g0 The ^ain with the horn flare in the E plane*
gji The gain with the horn flare in the H plana.
k A constant involTing the distance between antennas*
a The length from the probe to the waveguide short*
The physical length of antenna 1*
The physical length of antenna 2*
The effective length of antenna 1*
The effectiye length of antenna 2*
Xofi The optimun length between the probe and the waveguide shcrt*
mo 8. The frequency in megacycles*
r*f. Radio frequency*
u A -variable in Sohelkunoff 's gain equations*
V A variable In Sohelkunoff • s ?:ain equations*
w A variable in Schelkxmoff • s gain equa-cione*
04 The effectiveness ratio*
r The reflection coefficient*
9 That factor in the effectiveness ratio due to mianiatch*
y^ The eintenna efficiency
,i
yim Tho ratio of the poiier roceired to the power transmitted nhen
there are no standing waves.
^ The latitude ooordinate*
Ti The wave length in air.
n9 The ware length in the waveguide.
^ A mathesiatiobl constant.
The longitude ooordinate.

CHAPTBR I
INTKQDXTION
The aircraft industry has the problan of predicting the range of
air-borne ooxmauni cation equipment prior to aelivery of the completed
aircraft. This infonnation is needed in the design stage in order that
good location of ocmponents may be made* i^xcellent transmitting and
reoeiTing ocoiponents are available from many industrial sources* High
speed aircraft require clean airfoils to reduce drag losses* External
antennas can not be tolerated* This has caused aircrai't antennas to be
flush mounted, or eran mounted below the ground plane* The flush
motmted antenna lies in the ground plane with an r«f • window of some
suitable material for a cover, the entire installation being formed to
fit the aerodynamic requirements • These techniques have caused many
problems. Recent flight tests have shown that the predicted range often
is in error by a ratio of two to one and in some oases as high as fovir
to one.* It must be realized that the aircraft structure, and the loca-
tion of a particular antenna on a specific aircraft, can cause an un-
satisfactory radiation pattern. Since the aircraft contour and the
antenna location are decided by the aircraft manufacturer, he has final
control of the directional chejracteristics of radiation*
lo gain needed information prior to manufacture| use has been made
of the model range* In the strictest sense both the model and the
•Development Reports, Douglas Aircraft Co*« Inc., Santa Monica Division
Nos* 1092 and IO93.

eleotrcoiagnetio field need to be properly soaled* The model range* as a
tool« has been pioneered by such organizations as the Airborne Instru-
ments Laboratory, l^neola, N* Y«« the Antenna Laboratory of Ohio State
University, and the Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent ..iver, lid* There
is evidonce of close correlation between flighl? and model measurements**
Possible causes of the reduction in predicted range could be the
relative polari cation between the transmitting and receiving antennas,
the relative polarisation between the propagated wave and the receiving
antenna, the neglect of the surface coefficient of reflection, or the
antenna effioienoy. Frcn the model range the directivity and relative
radiation patterns can be obtained* Ckie important piece of information
is missing* How much power is being radiated for a specific amount of
input powerT This paper, limited in scope, is ooncemad with the eval-
uation of methods to determine the antenna effiolsioy by using models
and then to adapt the selected method to the model range*
•Project TED No PTR EL 577 ET515-047 16 June 1552 ELECrxiOiacS TEST
DIVISION USliATC PAX RIV MD.

CHAPTER II
MBTHCaDS OF SOLUTION
The problem under consideration is to evaluate the methods of deter-
mining the antenna efficiency nith the use of scaled models, Fran the
methods investigated one has been selected and erflci«ncy Eieasurements
made. The degree of accuracy with which the scaled EoJei reproduces the
actual conditions is very important and should not be neglected, how-
ever modeling per se Is not the immediate Droblem, therefore it is
assumed that modelin^; reproduction requiremsuts are fulfilled.
Four methods of solution cure presented below, Che of these has
better chance of success than the others. This one, th*^ ocnparison
method, is prusented more completely than the other three. These three
are given in brief form alon^; with foreseen advantages and disadvantages,
1, Direct Measurement with a lOiown Radiation Pattern,
By measuring the average output power in the radiated field and
the input power at the input terminals the effioiecoy of the model anten-
na can be found. 'he avercM^e outnut r^owor con be measurtid with the aid
of the model runge, ^ complete set of conical patterns o:' the ir.odel as
a receiver are taken,* The entire spherical distribution of radiation
13 rooordod. By a sunu^iatlon of the inte>'rated values** the three dimen-
*t'or a more detailed aoscription o:' the techniques used with the model
ran^e see the -vrnendlx A, J. D. Kraua (l''^^, or S, Silver (?l),
**This procedure is presented in greater detail by F, S, Carter (1) and
M. W. Scheldorf (16)',

sional radiation pattern oan be reduced to a sphere i*iioh
oontains the
same Yolume. If the radiation patterns are recorded in
poner then this
sphere can represent the average power radiated in all
directions, an
isotropic source. There is a direct relationship between the
sphere
and each part of the radiation paTi^orn,
Assxaie that the three dimensional radiation pattern for trans-
mitting and rec«ivin<', are the sar.e. If the field intensity is
measured
at a kno«i position of the raoia^ion pattern then the value
of the equiv-
alent sphere can be found. This can be changed into the average
poner
b:^' utilising the following relationship, Tdhen on« watt of power
is
radiated uniformly in all directions the field intensity at one mile
will be 3.4033 millivolts per meter,*
/
\
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Figure 1.
Relation of the Radiation Pattern to the Equivalent Sphere
As an example let Figure 1 be the receiving and transmitting
pattern. For convenience the point of the maxirnvm radiation is set to
•P. S. Carter (1)

the polftr plot value of 10 uDits. Than, upon ititegratlon« let the
spherical radius be 3 units*
Mtf^«l a* froi»4/ir//y«r
Figure 2.
Direot lleasuremsnt of Field Intensity
Let Figure 2 shov a aieasurement at the maxlw point of the lobe in
Fi{^ure 1. Let the reading at this point be 22 .668 milliTolts/meter/
mile* that is the field intensity if at a distance of one mile frcn the
tranaoitter* This value* reduced to the equivaler^t sphere, would be
6«B066 orr/in/iiiile, (22 •668 x ^)« This value is the intensity for an
isotropic souroe of two (2) natts* The ratio of this value to the
measured input poiver is the antenna effioienoy.
The advantages of this method aret it can be adapted to the
model range and the procedure to obtain measursments is not difficult.
The disadvantages aret the matching of the antennas^ the reproduction
of identical transmitting and receiving patterns, and the non-avail-
ability of field intensity measuring equipment at the scaled frequencies.

Scaled frequenoias vary from about 1000 to ICOOO mos«
2* The Calorimotrlo Method*
Absorbgwf- Spiycre.
Figure 5.
Calcrijnetrio Method
If the model were placed Inside a large sphere, the interior oonstruoted
of absorbent and non-reflecting material* the rise in t«Biperature due to
the radiated power could be measured* The input power could be meas-
ured outside of the sphere. The eTficienoy would be the ratio of the
power absorbed in the sphere to the power supplied to the model* This
proposed method, although containing many practical difficulties* has
the unique advantage of being frequency insensitive. The disadvantages
aret procurflment of the absorbent material, heat measurements, and feed
line problens inside the sphere*
% The Reflection Method.
The reflection method, or reradiation method, permits the radi-
ation resistance of a model antenna, relative to a comparison antenna.

to be determined.* If the radiation resistaiioe of the oomparlson antemiA
is laiovox then the radiation resistance of the model oan be found* The
antenna resistance, the sum oi' the radiation resistance and the loss
resistance, can be obtained lYcn suitable measurements, such as the
slotted line technique* The antenna efficiecoy is the ratio of the
radiatioxa resistance to the antenna resistance, i*e« Y\ ~
RrtRo
Trsf poiition
Figure 4.
Reflection Method
W]^ = the power that antenna 1 reradiated, the model antenna.
W^ Z the pctver 'cha'C antenna 2 reradiated, the comparison antenna.
Et = the field of the tranaidttinc horn at the test position*
J(ti = the effectire length of the model antenna*
*9t :^the effective length of tne comparison antenna*
Mt =the physical length of antenna 1, the model antenna*
XZ = the physical length of anterna 2, the ocsiparison antenna*
Rr]^ = the radiation resistance oi antenna 1*
<fi* Istvanffy (9) and J* D* Kraus (13) pp 459-461.

Rj>2~tha radiaticn reslstar-ce of antenna ''
,
Ic sa ccnstant ii.volvln,^ the distance between the antennas*
*X\ sthe antenna ofl'lolanoy*
Rq sthe loss resistance of the nnuel.
V 2 the detected vol cage iroia the energy reradlated by an
antenna at the test position*
Ra ~ Rr'^Ro * antaaana resiatanoe.
This development assumes thu rollowlng oonditionst (1) the
antennas aro one half fiave length and resonant, (2 ) the radiation patterns
of the model euau the comparison antennas are aiiiilar, and (3) that the
ratio of the effectiTO len^^th and the i-hysioai length are equal for the
t«o antennas* The following devalopMent is giran*
fir, Ft -IT, Rr.-iHi\Jt7j '''-, -nr,[ -^^f^J
'™'-
Rr, Wt-UJ Rr,~\\h.L)
With the radiation resistance IcioYtr the afiGl^noy of the model is
In Figure 4 the model and the ocaiparison antennas are placed at the test
position at different times. The radiation resistance and antenna effi-
ciency can be obtained as shown above*
There are several disadvantages, which arei (1) the physical
limitations reqvdre that the antennas be one half wave length and reso-
nant j (2 ) a hi^h possibility of reflections frfrr the ground and nearby
\
objects wiiich •will disturb the eleotromagnetic fieldj and (3) the re-
quirement that the radiation patterns be similar. ^ suivmntage of this
method is that measurements may be made of a parasitic antenna*
4* The Comparison Method.
This method has been selected as more practical than the other
methods. Xhe poner measurements are of relative poiiers thereby avoid-
ing the difficulty of measuring absolute poner. This method can be
adapted readily to the model range. Efficianoy measur«Bents are based
on this method*
a. Definition of ossential terns.*
(1) The directivity is the ratio of the power per
unit solid angle radiated in a ohossn direction to the average power
radiated in all directions. D « P/ Pav, where D is the directivity,
P is the power intensity in a chosen direction, and hav is the average
power.
(2 ) The effective aperturo is the ratio of the power
W in the terminating impedance to the power density of the incident
wave* A^s W/ Pq, where « is the effective aperture, W is the power
in the terminating impedance, and P© is the power density of the inci-
dent wave.
(3) The effectiveness ratio is the ratio of the
The definitions and the equations on this page are from J, D. Kraus
(15) with the exception of the directivity liiich is from P. S. Carter
(1)* Other references are S. A. Schelkunoff and H* Priis (19), H. Friis
(8) and R. S. Wohner (24).
MX
ttffeotlve aperture to the majcimum effeotive aperture. oC = A^ / ^^nx'
nhere o( is the effeotiyeness ratio* and A^g^ is the maxi,ni\gn effeotive
aperture.
(4) Gain (Go) is the ratio of the maximua radiation
intensity from subjeot antenna to the radiation j.iix,eQ8ity from an
isotropic souroe with same poner input*
b« Smaary of relationships*
The following equations will be used to derive an ex-
pression of the effioienoy,
(1) D = P/P.v
(2) Go= <^0
(3) D = 47TAem/A*
(4) Af= W/Pa
(5) « = At/A«m
The effectiveness ratio may assume vmlues between zero and 1
(Oi<il)« This ratio may be ooasldered as being oomposed of two factors^
'n the offioienoy factor, and If the mismatoh factor so that oL ^At •
A perfectly mutohed, 100 per oent effiolent antenna has an ef feotiveness
ratio of unity* Wien matched for toajcimua power transfer ( Y*l ) the
effectiveness ratio equals the ei'fioienoy factor, o(='f\. Under this con-
dition the efficiency is the ratio of the effective aperture to the max-
imua effective aperture, f^ = 1^ Aen* The difference of the aperture
values is due to the loss resistance* The same relationship of apertures
can be obtained frcoi Schelkunoff and Priis** They give the following
Schelkunoff and Priis (I9) pp 110-112*
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relations* The efflolency is the ratio of the radiation resistanoe to
the antenna resistance, If^ ^RrA^^^r "* ^o)* ^^^ effective aperture of a
dissipative short dipole is A^, 3 ^^ P
r
» and that of a non-
'FtT Rr-»- Ro
dissipative short dipole is A«n — 5A*» The effective aperture for the
non-dissipative dipole is the maxiBiua effective aperture. If the effi-
oenoy of the receiving antenna is defined as the ratio of the power
actually delivered to the load to that which oould he delivered in the
absence of heat loss, then the efficiency of the short dipole used as
a receiver is the same as its' efficiency nhen used as a transmitter and
The absolute gain, Gq, is equal to the directivity, D, nhen
the antenna is perfectly matched and the erficler.oy is 100 per oert.
So - oC D, ndiere oC ^s equal to unity* This is the assumed condition for
the ooBiparisoa horn i^en the impedanoe is matched.
The directivity is determined by the shape of the field pattern
by graphical inte£;ration and is independent or the aiitenna loss or mis-
match* A complete set of conical patterns taken on the model range will
permit the directivity- to be obtained, With the directivity known the
jroxunvaa effective aperture can oe calculated from the relationship,
D « 4TT A^ /A^.
c« Derivation of the efficiency expression.
Let Figure 5 represent the model (or ccmpeirison) antenna
being illuminated by the transmitter. For convenience let the subscript
11

1 indicate the model emd the subscript 2 indicate the ooiuparison antenna*
^ P. W
Tran&mvtttr Test position
Plgure 5.
Comparison Method
Aaatane thatt
(1) at the test position the electromagnetic field is
linearly polarized, of constant strenr.th, cf uniform intensity, and of
constemt phase across xihe aperture oi Lne recei'ving antennas*
(2 ) the neoessary matching oan be aoooniplished for
each antenna*
(3) the efficiency of the conparison antenna is 100
per cant*
The reoeiTed power W is measured for antenna 1 and then
for antenna 2* The antennas are not under illumination at the same
time* The power received by antenna 1 is
Wi = Poll
where Ai S the effeotiro aperture of emtecna 1*
12
SAo-"'
Hi 5 the power in the termination of antenna 1.
P s the power density of the incident wave*
Vhen antenna 2 replaces antenna 1 the power recei-ved by antenna 2 is
H2 = PoA2
where A2 s the effective aperture of antenna 2*
1U s the power in the termination of antenna 2«
By dividing the received power of antenna 1 by that of antenna 2, whan
the power density Pq is maintained constant
Jh . Pq Al , Ai
PoTi"- A2
The mismatch factor for both antennas, and the efficiency factor for the
ocnxparison antflcina, are equal to unity. Therefore Ag s Ag^ and AisY^AIq*
where AIjq and As^ are the maximvB effective apertures of emtennas 1 and 2,
Thus,
The value Ag^ o&n be calculated or taken from the curves
given in the text of Schelkunoff and Priis,* This value cculd be obtained
in the same manner as it was obtained for the model. The aperture values
must consider the vertical and horizontal polarizations. Therefore it is
necessary when the relative power measurements are made that the polsir-
iiations be considered. Thus W;l a Wl©-!- HW and 11^ s ^e"*'^/» The
power density of the incident wave Pq must remain oonstcuit for the period
Schelkunoff and Friis (19 ) pp. 525 - 529
13

of the measurement* There are at least three ways that this may be
aooompllshed. ^ monitor antenna may be plaoed in the field to observe
the power intensity, A feedback loop in the bolometer amplifier may be
used to keep the amplifier gain inversely proportional to the power in-
tensity at the transmitter. Or the pcmer intensity in the transmitter
circuit may be monitored by using a directional coupler, a tuned detector
and an amplifier. I^th a variable attenuator between the generator and
the directional coupler the trfluiar.itted Dower may be made the same for
each measursDient*
The advantages of this method aret (1) no absolute power measure-
ment is required and (? ) it can be adapted to the tech;.iques used on the
model range*
The disadvantages are: (1) model range requirecients mvi«t be
observed and (2 ) conjugate matches at the antenna terminals must be
made for eacn r.lative power measurement taken, i'he la'wter disadvantage
is the most difficult part of this method*
14

ChAJPTHl III
SPECIAL REQL IREKENTS
1* Model range* The model range oaniiot reproduce the exact con-
ditions found in normal operation, therefore "direct path** propagation
is simulated* Reflections due to the ground and nearby objects betnaen
the transmitter ai.u .ue receiver can prevent this "direct path" trans-
mission* The illuminating anterjia used for these experiments was a
pryamidioal horn with a beam width ol' about 13 degrees* Previous tests
showed the field strenc*-* "i- "''"'• +-i an 5 P«r cent over the receiv-
ing aperture. J* D* Kraus (13; cuad S* Silver (20) give the following
model range requirement st
a* R« the distance between the receiving and transirdttlng
anteiui&s should be determined byt
(1) the uniform field requirement that R^^dj-/;^ ,
where dj. is the physical aperture of the receiving antenna*
(2 ) the uniform phase requirements that R- 2dtar/A ,
where d^ is the physical aperture of the transmitting antenna*
(3) the available radio frequency power*
(4) the receiver sensitivity*
b* The height (h) of the receiving antenna above ground
2
should exceed dj. /dt*
c* A matched deteotor systva should be used*
d* A square law detector should be used*
e* The directivity of the test antenna should not be too
broad*
15

fa The gain of the conparison antenna should be iiithin 10
db of the unknonn antenna*
2. Bolometer detector and tuner*
The I^D tuner vas used to match the bolcoieter resistance to tha
antenna impedance. For tlie oocaparison antenna the tuner was natohad to
the ooajcial transition* For the model antenna tha tuner was placed as
near as possible to the input terminals of tha model. Photo^jTaphs A and
C shoti the tuner mounted for the model and the c .. eu-ison horn* Figures
7« b« 9*^« 9^* 10« 11 and 12 show a sectiozxal vien of the tuner and tha
equivalent circuits when connected to the model and to the waTej^uide*
Figures 7 ^uid 6 show the sectional -rien and the equivalent circuit of
the tuner, including the tuning stubs. Figures 9a &nd Jh show the r.f
•
and the detected signal circuits. Figure 10 is the equivalent circuit
of the waveguide to coaxial transition to FRD tuner; the ooniparison
circuit. Figures 11 and 12 show the equivalent circuit for the model
antenna. Figure 12 represents tha circuit for the tune r enbedded in
the model airplane. The bolcsieter resistance had sm ohmic resistance
of about 200 ohms and was calibrated for square law detection when the
power level was one milliwatt or less*
It will be shown that the double stub tuner, including the
bolometer resistance, can perform the necessary matching.
16
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TnnnntT»-
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Figure 6a, Figure 6b.
BquiTmlent Cirouite of the PRD Tuner
The T^iD tuner o«n be represented by either of the equivalent oirouits in
Figurea 6a and 6b, depending upon the electrical length of the tuning
stubs. At the frequencies oi' operation Xi, the r.f. bypass capacitance,
may be considered a short circuit. Therefore
l2_ —
By adding Xj in l..-_ the reactance term can be cancelled. Then
^INj. ^ Riw,. ^ Riu, - R>xi
L- - • V - ' nfc X*.
For email values of J^; Ag « Kb
For leurgb -values of Xgi Xg > > Rb
njjj^ ^ Kb
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2 R ^X
The derivative of Rinp '^^^ rcspeot to X2 is ^^ x/%\ Z
nheaa X2 s the derivative 3 0, therefore the value of Rin2 varies from
tero to a value asymptotic to Rb» S Rin2 S ^b* Honever the value of
JSq limits the value of Rim* ^^ most oases K1212 should be near ^0 ohma*
The tuner nillprovlde a matoh as long as R'b> Rin2' ^"^^ limitations
fixed by the ran^e of ^ and Xj,
3« etching the receiver to the terminating impedanoe.
a* General oonsiderationst
The expression for effioienoy derived above,m. 1 "^m, is
occiposed of tiMO measiared values (Ifj and f^ ), one derived value (A]ja),
and one cooiputed value (A2ni)« •A2m "^^
-^Im ^^^ determined from sources
Independent of the effioienoy measuring experiment and therefore are not
considered as a part of the matching problem. The effective aperture de-
creases for an increase in :: : a'.ch, or for an increase in loss resist-
ance. From the definition of the effective aperture (WsP^^) it can be
seen that the power received in the terminating impedance is proportion-
al to the effective aperture, r.-.e power density of tne incident ware
is the same for the model and comparison antennas, and does not enter
the probleci. Therefore any change in the effectiTe apertures due to
nismatoi; wiij. e:iect tne vaiues W^ and 11^ • These will change the value
of 7^ , and instead of giving the true value of the efficiency they will
give a value n^ich will include the losses due to mismatch as well as
the heating losses 1:1 tne antenna structure. Therefore it is desirable
to eliminate mismatch as much as possible*
2?
iO
xti-h
Ocoaslonally the physloal else of the Eoitenna aiid the tenainat'-
liig impedance are suoh that they oan not be located conTenlontly. Such
l8 the case here, idhere a amall size cable, RG 58/Aj» is used to connect
the antenna to the bolcmeter resistance. If the cable vere lossless
the oiatohing problem would be simplified* ilae maximum power transfer
would ocour when the line impedance was matched to the generator impe-
dance* For a maximum power trunsfer x,ne unpedanoe looking to the ri^nc
from an arbitrary point mu«t be the ocmplex conjugate of the impedance
looking to the left from the same rolntj the reaotanoes equal and opposite
and the resistances equal. For the lossless transmission line a conjugate
matoh at one point will insure a oonjugate matoh at all other points.
Th«refore for a maximum power transfer into the terminating impedance all
that is necessary is that the impedance at trie input terminals of the
oomnecting line be equal to the oomplex oocjugate of the antoina impedemce,
or that the terminating impedance be enual to the conjugate impedance of
the connectiic; line at the termination, nowerer, with losses existing
in the line, it does not follow that a oonjugate matoh at one point will
insure a matoh at all other points. The general approach will oonsider
the networlcs lossless* and then will account for the losses*
b. For the horn ajitenna.
The comparison horn receirer should convey the reoeired
power to the boloneter resistajice. The actual reoeirer is shoiai in
Photograph A* Losses oan lower the reoeired power in the bolometer*
Sources of power loss are the ohmic losses of the waveguide walls, of the
24
• ^ oitaJb
Jiaaol
-waveguide to coazdal transition* and of the PkD tuner* If the losses
are sufficiently small they may be neglected, -^'he matching of the bolo-
meter resistance to the coaxial line was aooomplished by a double stub
HiD tuner. Etching the coaxial line to the waToguide was aoocoiplished
by a variable short and a probe of a preset length. These four variables
were considered stiffioient to match the comparison antenna,
o* For the model antoana*
The receiving circuit of the model is shown in Figures
11 and 12. The aircraft model and the tuner connected to the antenna
are shonn in Photographs B and C. In Agure 11 cable losses would need
to be calculated to correct for the received power at the input or out-
put terminals of the antenna, Eowevor with tVie tunor placed at the in-
put terminals oi' the antenna the line lossos would not occur and the
double stub tuners could provide the correct matching* This was done to
the extent that the tuner was onbedded in the aircraft model (see Photo-
graph C and Figure 12 )* A very small section of the cable remained be-
tvefln the antenna cavities and the connection to the IW) tuner. At 9000
mcs. the imput terminals to such an antenna, two parallel oavities with
a balun connection into a coaxial line, were not easily specified. Ar-
bitrarily the input terminals were defined to be the junction of the
antenna lead and the tuner. Regardless of the possible error of this
approximation, the following assimptions were madat
(1) the HID tuner was a reactive circviit with losses
negligible*
25
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(2 ) the losses in the small section of oable nere oon-
sidered as peurt of the antenna losses.
(3) the bolometer resisTianca was matched to the model
#ien the detected signal ims a maximvmi in the bolcoieter amplifier.
4. Correotion for transmission losses.
Hhere the losses can not be considered negligible it becomes
necessary to correct for them. When the input potier is attenuated and
Toltage standing wayes exist the following eouation* may be used to find
the input power providin^;; "cne output power is icnown*
p = p 1 -Iri' ni.Hm Tout
,^ irijTlr^
where T^** = the ratio oi' ^^ne power receivea to tno power "cransmittea
when there are no standing w&t»s«
P = the reflection ooetiicient.
?^^ = the transmitted (input) power.
^out — ^® received (output) power*
•Principles of Radar, (17) pp t-47 to c-49.
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CHAPTER rv
£XFESIME1IT8
1, Prelimineury experiments.
All experiments other than those teiken to uetermine the antenna
efficiency are placed together at preliminary data. The power transfer
and the degree of matching had to be checked prior to taldnr the final
measurements. The preliminary experiments are diviaea into those per-
taining to miTaguides and those to coaxial lines, ^lie data taken appears
in the appendix* '^he results amd conclusions are giTen here,
a* WaTSguide experiments.
(1) It became necessary to obtain sane idea of the
relative power transfer in the imTeKulde and in the coaxial fitting of
the PHD tuner. This orou^n;, lortn ^ne prcblam of probe transition
within the waveguide, as well as the overall transfer of energy. Sever-
al experijoents were made usin.-. different frequencies. The general setup
was to transmit square-wave moaulatea signals through the waveguide to
the detector. Photograph A shows the comparison horn with detector
section. In these experiments the horn was disconnected and the de-
tector section was exoitea through the waveguide directly. The relative
power level and the VSIR were observed for the following variables:
probe tip length, probe diameter, length of short in the waveguide,
and the length of the shunt emi series sxiorc circuit stubs of the HID
tuner (see Figures 7, b, 10 and 15). The results of these experiments
werei
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(a) Tho probe tip diameter should be the same
site as the center conductor of the probe transition* The probe length
should be about one sixth of the waTe length in the guide, or it should
projeot into the miveguide about 73 P*r o«nt of the waveguide depth.
Although these results were obtained experimenta lly« they can be obtain-
ed from the literature,^
(b) The probe length, the short length, and the
series and shunt stub length of the PHD tuner were suffioieont variables
and provided appropriate matching* Figure 14 shows the VSWH and the
relative power to the deteotor versus the short length (in turns and in
wave lengths )•
(2 ) The impedance measuring ezperinents were inoon-
olusive* The experiments were performed within the Fresnel region and
inside a closed area* Reflections and coupling were too great to give
satisfactory results*
b* Coaxial line experiments*
(1) The r*f* energy was fed directly to a slotted line
and then into various terminationa* When the PRD tuner was connected
to the cable the VSVR varied from 3 to 1 to 1*3 to 1* Near the frequen-
cy of expected operation, ^000 mos*, the V8III was about 1*3 or 1*3 to 1,
when tuned for maximvaa power indication on the audio amplifier* Figures
IS 16 fl^d 17 show the relationship of the VBW amd the relative power
Principles of Radar (17) Ch 10 Art 15, Wf Mumford (14), }. L. Ra^an
(1^) Sections 6*3-6*4 and J* C* Slater (22)*

as the frequency nas ohanged*
(2 ) Sxperimonte nere made simulating model range oon-
ditions mhile inside an enclosed area. Probability for error was very
high due to reflecting objects, strong coupling between antennas, end
the antenna separation bein^; within the near (fVesnel) zone. There was
no correlation of the data taken. An additional experiment was made on
the model range. The model aircraft, with a slotted line in the reoeir-
ing circuit, was illuminated in accordance with model range requirenents.
The low r. f. power lerel amd the relatirely large amount of power ab-
sorbed by tlie slotted line made it adrisable to locate the tuning sect-
ion as closely as possible to the antenna terminals. Sstlinated VSVR
under this condition should he no more than that obserfed abcve, about
1.2 to 1.3 to 1* Transmission losses due to this value of VSUl were
negligible. The matching conditions were considered satisfactory when
the detected power indie a tier, was a majcimum*
2« Effioiscoy experiments*
a* Patterns of the model antezma to obtain the directivity.
Prior to the actual efficiency experiments a set of con-
ical patterns vas taken of the model antenna. These patterns are includ-
ed as Figures l£ through 55- Figures 56 through 36 show the coordinate
system, the tremsmitter and receiver orientation, and the conical patt-
erns varied over the sphere of radiation. Procedure for taking model
range data is included in the appendix. The only variation from the
normal procedure was a change in the recording scale due to the low
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power output of the klystron. Due to the radiation pattern of the model
antenna it was not neoessary to coTsr the entire spherical surface. The
conical outs were taken orer the lower hscdsphere fro© -65 to -90 degrees
in 5 degree steps. Integrated values were taken over the spherical sur-
face where the radiation pattern existed* The integrated values* pro-
portional to power, are included in Table !• These integrated values
were plotted versus the oosine of the latitude, and then reduced to an
equivalent sphere, (see Figure 39)* Proi these plots the directivity
and the maxlmian effective area were obtained.
b* Model reuige conformity*
The model range and matching roquiremflot s were observ-
ed as closely as possible. All of the model range requirements were
properly aatiaricd, with 'he axcoption that it was neoessary to be in
the illuninatin(2 field whou the measurements were taken* This was due
to the fact that each receiving setup had to be tuned for a mjucimum
r)ow©r indication. In all oasos the receiving setups were tuned for a
laajumuri power with an operator located behind the antenna* This was an
effort to disturb the field as little as possible. The effect of a
person being in the field during this adjustment was observed for the
model antenna, but was not noticeable for the ccmparison antenna. This
condition was unavoidable cmd foreseen* The model antenna used was
chosen for its' hi^h directivity in ajn effort to reduce these undesir-
able mutual coupling effects.
o* Equipment used*
^
!«;.
:i? hlrjl'^.
The equipcient used for the transmitter, model euitenna,
and comparison antenna are shonm on a sohematio diagram in Figure 40*
The model antenna was located underneath the model airoreLft at the f or-
imrd part of the left engine nacelle, as shown in Photograph B, There
were four different measvirsBients taken with the first one being incom-
plete* The three ccmpleted measurements differ somewhat* A\e differ-
ence between measurements two and three was that a slotted line was in-
serted in the receiving circuit of the comparison antenna* Measurements
two and four differ in polaritatlon, aircraft model orientation, distance
between transmitter and receiver, and output power of transmitter*
The power density was maintained constant by maintain-
ing the power at the throat of the transnitting horn constant* This
was accomplished by using a directional coupler (20 db attenuation)
located near the throat of the transnitting horn, a tuned detector
(HID bl?-A, No. 19b), and an audio auplifier. These are shown, in
block form, in Figure 40»
The gain of the ccnxparison antenna (Figure 41 and
Photograph A) was obtained by using Schelkunoff 's (1?) curves and
equations* The two values are nearly equal*
d* Data and calculations*
(1) Calculations of model range distances*
The dimensions of the transmitting and receiving
apertvures eurei
Transmitting horn = 7.^ x b.2" = 19*06 x 20*62 os?
»

Reoeiving horn = 5.5" x 5.8" = 13.47 x 14.7 ouP^
2Raoeiving model = 65 x 75 om
The loba structure of the model iiaa suoh that the major
portion of the rudiatlon nas in the lower hemisphere. Range experience
indicated that certain portions of the aircraft structure could be omitt-
ed since they ifould not contribute anything to the radiation pattern*
This was a valid asswption in this case due to the shape of the radiat-
ing pattern and the location of the model antenna on the model aircraft.
Sixty per cent of the wing span and the fuselage length were considered
to be the physical aperture. Therefore the receiving aperture was 40 x
45 cm^.
The frequency of the experiment was limited between
9000 mcs. emd 9?00 mos. The receivini^, horn had a lower limit of 9000
mos. and the t.ii) tuner an upper lixait of 10,000 mos. The APN-1, l/20th
scaled antenna, had a frequency range of &400 to 9200 mcs. The full
scaled antenna had a frequency range from 42 to 4^0 mos. The scheduled
frequency was ^OCO luos. and the actual frequency usedims 90^0 mcs. At
9000 mcs
^
-lOcsB dj. = 45 cm dt = 20.8 cm dj.. s 14.7 cm
2
For uniform field R
- 2dr , Rmodel = '^^ ^^ •"* Rhom = 4.2 ft.
For constant phase R-2dtd^, Rmodel = IB .5 ft and Rhom = 6 ft.
For minimum height h-d^ /dt, hmodel = 5.2 ft and l^om = ^'^ inches.
The minimun height was 3*2 feet and the minimum range was 40 feet. The
actual separation between the transmitter 8uid the receivers was 40 feet
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or more, and tho height of the reoeirer nas about 1? feet abcTe the ground
plane. These yulues nere satisfactory for the frequency equal to 90^0 mos*
(2) Computations for the dlreotivity and the effective
aperture of the model antenna*
INTEJRATED VALUES OF MODEL PATTERNS
Elevation angle Value Value Elevation an^le Value Value
Latitude Q E© E^ Latitude e Ee E^
60® 2 — -2 5°
50° 2 — -30°
40® 1 — -35®
30° 5 - -40°
2 5° 2 -- -45®
20® 7 — -50®
15° 3 -- -55°
10® 9 — -60®
5° 5 - -65®
0° 3 6 -70°
' f 2 8 -75**
-10° 6 2 -80°
-15° U 2 -6 5°
-20° 12 1 -90®
These values mere recorded by the ball and disc integrator on the auto-
matic recorder* The values of Ed and E^ nere proportional to the power
received,
TABLE I
a
19 3
16 6
11 5
19 21
21 19
36 55
36 52
50 54
51 57
48 60
50 73
59 77
66 87
80 86
'(>.. *
'^i-
-cd'i.-.B *>!:..
"^
On,--
Frequency of operation = 9030 mcs. A =3«32 en
Power averaging * Pleuiimeter No, 45522, Kd£ was used to obtain area
under the curves of Pir;ure 39
•
Planimeter
Reading
Value under
£0 ourve
Value vmder
E^ ourve
1. 5.99 4.73
2. 6.24 4,70
3. 6.11 4.71
4. 5.91
average 6.06 4.71
Total value 10«77 square inches
Length of base of area covered 10 inohes
Paverage = PEe"^^^« 1«077 inches
average
E.
z21«54 (on same soale as inte rated values)
= 2*072
Was set to the sane scale as the polar plots
ao that no further scale factors nere needed.
For experiments 2 and 3
E
Es
Directivity
Effective Area
For experiments 1 and 4
E =6.0
E- =-2.072
= 5.5 (selected point on lobe)
= 2.072
= 7.04 = P/P av
= 6.16 = DaV^TT
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M\ £-
Directivity s 6«4
Kffeotiva iu-ea = 7.56
M and E^ are properly labeled as shoiBi on Figures 55 and 57 fw ^«
receiving conditions. Due to tr.e method of taking the polar natterns
there was a 90 degree change in orientation, A Tertioal polarisoa wave
at the transmitter appeared as a horizontal polarited naTe at the model
aircraft.
(3j Computations for the horn antenna.
The horn emtenna used was a result of ccmpranise
between the available -wavecuide components, the avBilable rower source,
and the desired optimvan horn. The data bolow is for a iTequency of 9050
mo8. Figure 41 shows the relationship of the horn paraioettrs, wliich arej
a = 15.46 cm Re/A = 15.52 om
b = 14,75 om Sm\ - l60,bLt c.
a/A X 4,457 a» /i-mA = 12,676 cm
b/A = 4,055 om • RmA/a = .66055 cm
Rm 2 41,4 can a^AKr. = l.lb2 cm
Re = 44,2 cm /2 Re A = 17.151 om
Rm/X = 14,75 cm by^A2Re - .7^57 om
By using Sohelkunoff 's (19) curves the gain and the effective aperture
were found to bet
|. ^rn2 Au= ^ = 140.5 em'
Due to the fact that these curves were printed in a text and difficult
to read with any decree of accuracy the effective aperture was caloulat-
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J1KO <^V ji-0
•d from the following equations. They were broken apart to agree with
the values found separately from the printed oxir-Tes. Schelkunoff defin-
ed parts of the equations as related to Presnel Integrals. The publi-
cation used for the following calculations was "Tables of Functions",
Jahnke and Bmde, (11)* Because the definition of the Fresnel integral
was different than that given by Schelkunoff the "Error Integral" on
page 3^ "w*s used instead of the "Fresnel Integral" tabulation on peige
55.
Equations
t
C(u) = .S13B S(u) = .7067
C(v) -
-.212t S(v) = -.0055
c(w) r .7158 S(w) = .2585
C(u)-C(u) r .7266 P(u)-C(v3^ = .^l<)
S(u)-S(v) 3 .7142 i(u)-S(vJ Z .Sici
c2(w) = .5095 C^(w>*S^(w) - .%66
s2(w) r .0571
Q^ A= (6i)(^^-2) I. 5-6661- 3192
Aim - ^\hix-l39.7crn''
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Thlc value of J^ vas used in preference to the value obtfldned frcci the
curvea.
(4) lIoasuroBients of the model antenna ajid the ocmpari-
•on antenna mounted on the model range.
P0Ni!2< i^AoURStShTS
1 2 > 4
Da-^.e l4ir 25 . Lar 26 '^T 1L J April 1
Polaritatioii a^
the transmitter Vertical Hori rental ' Horitontal
:
Vertical
Ilolse level .OC25 V .CC2 5 V : .:a2 5 V .CO55 V
Wlw .CC56 V .054 V .C^A V
X
ill noise
m0 .C55 V in noise in noise
(
t
•
.056 T
ice lost det. m " m m 1.5 V
ic£ : :?.1G0 V : I. Co V xn noise
7ABI£ II
The voltage values nere proportional to the power in the bolcnetar de-
tector* The voltage readings «ero those of the bolcoieter amplifer which
nas calibrated and linear*
The third run had a slotted line inserted in the receiv-
ing circuit of the cooiparison antenna* The VS.TR^ when this measurement
was taken, was 1*06 to 1* This verified loose coupling between the tranS'
laitter eu.u uhe receiver eaid good matching for the comparison anoenna*
The receiving equipment was tuned in the same manner for all runs* The
distance between transmitter and reooiver was 4^ feet for runs 1« 2 and
3 and 40 feet for ruii 4.
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SmZ.lARY OF DATA
Experiment No. x
t
1 : 2 X 3 I 4
Date taken { March 2 3 : inarch 26 : Larch 26 1 April 1
Polarization at :
transr-Ltter : Vertical : Eori rental: Horizontal ! Vertical
Noise level : .CO25 V : .002 5 V .002 5 V • .0035 V
W16 :
1
.0056 V : .054 V : .054 V r in noise
,.V .C55 : in noise x in noise t .C3b V
^Ce 1
t
lost det. m u m n I 1.50 V
R^ ; n N 2.110 V I l.LO V : in noise
A2ia (calculated) : 139.7 oa? 139.7 OB? : 139-7 on2 . 139.7 ojn^
igm (curves) 140.5 on^ 140.5 ot? 1 140.5 oBi^ t 140.5 om^
K« 2.073 ^.073 : 2.073 . 2.073
E (max on lobe)
1
6.0 t 5.5 5.5 I 6.0
Directivity :
t
6.4 : 7.04 1 7.04 > b.4
Aim (aperture) :
2 *
7.36 om*" 6.16 om : 6.16 on t 7.56 cm^
Efficiency with x
A2a calculated :
insufficient:
data 56.15; 1 6b.C^> 1 55.4,:
Efficiency i
with curves :
insufficient:
data 56.7/0 : 6b. 4:-:* J 55.65:
igjH (corrected)** :
2
133«2 cm I 133.2 : 113.2 i 135.2
^
.
Lcioncy with
^2111'
i.. -:. corrected :
calculations
X
X
X 53.6?i . 65.0?i I 53. a-
X
i«iJ.SC • I slotted line with No. 3 with VSUR of 1.06tl
TAP.I£ III
The slotted line probe took a considerable portion of the energy in the
waveguide thereby lowering value ^ and increasing the efficiency figure,
Correction for edge effects, W. C. Jakes (10).
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CHAPTH? V
BVALUATIONS AlVD RECOMLJEJrD.MIONS
1* Evaluations*
One of the object!vea of this paper mas to search the literature
for the methods of finding the antenna effioiecicy by using soaled models.
Then a specific evaluation by a selected method nas to be made* These
objectives have been ccmpleted*
Four methods of obtaining antenna effioianoy have been outlined,
hoifever three are rejected for various reasons* Some of the reasons for
rejection arei (1) the lack of control of the reflections when the niodel
is used as a transmitter, (2 ) there are no existing absolute field in-
tensity measurin.^ instrxsnents at mioronave frequencies and (3) that an
absorbent, non-reflectin 3 material is unavailable* The fourth merthod,
the comparison method, appeared to have more chance of successful ocm-
pletion* The outstanding advantages of the comparison method aret (1)
absolute power measurements arc unnecessary and (2 ) the model may funct-
ion as a receiver thereby permitting use of the model range* (The model
range can be used for receiving and transmitting, hoivever reflections eire
controllod more easily nhen the nodel is used as a receiver)* There is
the possibility that the integration process used to obtain the average
poner radiated (reduction to an istropic source) may contain informa-
tion for other solutions. If these solutions existed the necessity for
accurate matching would be eliminated and the model range technique
improved* This thought was considered, but nothing profitable was for-
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seen and therefore abandoned as a method of solution*
The validity of the presented method depends upon five equa-
tions, Go=ocD <^ - y\6 P - 4TfAerq
Ae - <^ A«m W= PoAa
and the assumption that the oomparison antenna (an electrcmagnetlo horn)
has an effioienoy of 100 per cent. Prcm these equations an expression
is derived for the effioiacoy in terms of quantities that oan be measur-
ed on the model range or occaputed fraa kno-nn data.
Yl _ Wi Agm . This has
oiroumventud the necessity for an absolute measurement of either poner
or field intonsitv at the oparnli. frequenoy. The latter eauation ox-
presses the efiloienoy of the inodel antenna when there are no losses
in the aTailable poner due to matching conditions of either reoeivlng
circuit.
The model range requirements were obserred as closely as possi-
ble. Hoiiever thero nere two departures that were unavoidable* The gain
of the comparison antenna nas more than 10 db greater than the gain of
the model antenna. There was the possibility of unnanted reflections
since it was necessary that someone be in the illvninatlng field to tune
the receiving antennas. There w^re nn noticeable effects when the ccni-
peurison horn measurements were taken, but there were sli^^ht flucuations
of the boldDeter amplifier voltage when the model antenna was being tuned*
For all measurecients a position was found, in line with the range tower,
whore small movements caused no variation of the bolometer amplifier
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oltage* This position was considored the point of minimum reflection.
The question of acouraoy is not too easily ane-wered. The
effiolency of the ccmpariaon horn is Tery likely to be less than 100
per cent due to ohmio losses* The factors that can cause changes in
the observed poiier indications arei a mismatch not permitting all the
received power to reach the bolometer detector, ohmic losses between
the antenna and the detector, and transmission losses due to standing
waves* The physical dimensions were kept as siiort as possible* The
HID tuner was located close to the "input terminals* of the model an-
tenna* Tranomission losses were considered negligible* In run 3 a
VS1R of 1«06 was measured* This value of the vbnk is a good indication
that the comparison antenna was matched* However the degree of matching
for the model is doubtful, but there is no reason to believe that it was
any more unfavorable than that of the preliminary experiments where the
VSm was in the neighborhood of 1*2 to 1*3* It will be concluded that
the model antenna was matched when tlie bolometer amplifier voltage was
a maximum* (It may be mentioned that ii this assuaption is in error the
efficiency, as given by the derived expression, will v«ury greatly)*
There is an additional correction for the ccxaparison antenna
for edge effects in accordance with the experimental data of W* C* Jakes
(10)* The antenna used was not an optimun horn, however very oloso,
therefore a maximum of *2 db will be taken from the computed gain* This
reduces the computed gain to 1^2, the ccnputed aperture to 133*2, and the
efficiencies to 53»6 per cent for measurement 2, to 6S0 per cent for
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measuroBaent 3« &nd to ^3*0 per oent for meas ur amact 4*
Based on the data taken, the effioieno; varied between 53 por
oent ana % per cent. In the expression vx^ 1I\ A2a» *1 appears to be the
^* ^ Aim
quantity most open to question. H^ appears more reliable due to the low
VSm of run 3 e^cl the data of the preliminary experiments, ^q^ has been
taken from cxirves, checked by computations, and then corrected for ed^e
effects. Aim is independent of ohmio and mlsaatch losses. The efficiency
of the campeirison horn, if less than the assumed Talue of 100 per cent,
will lower the value of the antenna effioienoy of the model* Conoeding
that there may have been miaaiatch and ohmic losses between the model an-
tenna and the detector, the value of Wi can only increase when any correct-
ion is ma^le. Therefore, assvning the horn efficiency equal to 100 per
oant, the low value of Hf^ has been obtained. Any matching refinements
or any calculation of transmission losses will increase the effioienoy.
Negligible transmission losses and a high horn efficiency seen to be
raasonable assunptions. Therefore the value of 54 per oent for the an-
tenna efficiency of the model appears ver^ reliable. However there is
the need of another method to check these values experimentally*
2. Recommendations.
The physical arrangement for receiving with the comparison an-
tenna is considered satisfactory. The arrangement with the model antenna
is somewhat doubtful, in that better knowledge of the degree of matching
shovild be available. If fvurther tests were to be made it is recommended
that a highly efficient matching network be devised, at lease sooie
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arran^eaaent nhare more information -would be available vrhan the measure-
ments -mere made* The model used nas of oria polarization and it is not
kncmn, free the data taken, if there viere any radiation in the other
plane of polarization below the noise level of the bolometer amplifier.
Since the bolometer amplifier had a sensitivity of •! miorovolt there is
little that oan be gained in the receiving seotion, however the r* f.
power radiated by the transmitter could be increased. In addition to
raising the power level of the measureoients above the noise level, an in-
crease in r.f. power would permit a greater distance between the trans-
mitting and receiving antennas, and permit maintaining the effective
power density of the incident wave canstant by using the feedback network
in the bolometer amplifier. This provision is included in the boloneter
aaplifier when the transmitting power is of sufficient strength. (The
only source of power at this frequency capable of square-wave modulation
was the
-J-
watt Varian X-12 klystron. A 5 watt klystron was available,
but it could not be modulated).
In the event that this method should be investigated further
and found satisfactory for use, it is recommended that these measure-
ments be made at the same time that the radiation patterns are recorded.
Some other check on the efficiency figures obtained should be made. Che
method could be a direct absolute measurement and another method could be
an investigation of the erformanoe records of flight tests.
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APFENDIX
THE MODEL RANGE
The theory oi" the model raxige is contained in articles by various
authors.* It has been established by a series of comprehensiTe tests
conducted orer a tuo to three ^ear span by the Naval Test Center at
Patuxent River, Maryland that there is good correlation of model and flight
mMLSurenent s • **
One path propagation is simulated without gro\xid reflections or sky
return* Due to the ease oi' construction and data teikin^, the information
is obtained frcn the model nhen it is in a receiving condition* The model,
mounted in a moveable toner is illuainated by a fixed transmitter, see
Figure 40* A set of ccxiical receiving patterns is obtained over the com-
plete sphere. The coordinate system, illustration of conical patterns,
and the physical eurrangemant are showi in Figures 36, 37* 36 and 40* The
model may be mounted as desired, at the nose or tall of the fuselage, or
at the top center position as shoim* Frequently the nose position is used
for coverage of one half of the sphere aid the tail position for coverage
of the other half* This prevents the tower from being between the trans-
mitter and the receiver. (The experimstnts conducted did not include this
refinement*) As shown in Figure 3b, for a given polarisation of the
The theory of the model range and many of the techniques eure g^"''^'^ ^7
J. D. Kraus (15)* 8* Silver (21), C. C. Cutler (2), R* S* Wehner (24),
P. S. Carter (1) and 3, Sinclair (22)*
Project TED No PTR EL 577 ET31 5-047 16 June 1952 EI£CTRQNICS TEST
DIV USNATC PAX RIV UD*
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Inoidant nave at the model « the latitude 6 is varied in inorements of ^
or 10 degrees. The longitude ^ is varied from to 360 degrees for each
latitude incrsiaent* The number of variations in latitude depends upon
the degree of accuraoy desired and the charaoteri sties of the radiation
patterns* Two sets of conloal patterns are obtained, one for E9 eind one
for Xfl polarisations.
In the antsKxna laboratory at the Douglas Mroraft Ccmpany, Ino. the
illu&inatint; field was square-wave modulated. The detector was usually
mounted as close to the model antenna as spaoe would permit. Both tuned
and untuned detectors were used. For the radiation oattems the matching
oonditions were not important providing sufficient signal was available
and the system was loosely coupled, ^he detector signal was sent to a
bolometer anplifier, a torque amplifier, a ball and diso inte-:;rator, and
an automatic pattern recorder. The integrator received signal proport-
ional to the received power, and the recorder received signal proportion-
al either to power or voltage, .ui integrated svn proportional to the
received power was recorded along with each voltage pattern for each
variation of latitude 9« Similar data waa taken for the other polarisa-
tion* The integrated suns were then plotted against the variable cosine
9, see Figure 39* 7^« average area of this plot was obtained with a plan-
imett^r. The average power was the svan of the average power areas of the
E9 and Eji polarisations. With the proper scale choice the average area
was equated to the average power frcm which the spatial r.m.s. voltage
of an equivalent istropic source was computed. This voltage was
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proportional to the square root of the average power. Since this value
contained only root mean square values and was derived from the average
power after the integration prooess, it was used with the instantaneous
voltages of the recorded patterns to obtedn the directivity.L/- T^vVELsJ
The relationship between this spatial r.m.s. voltage and the average
power was £5 s:/^^^
The bolocieter anplifier had four ranges of amplifioation« eaoh range
constant emd calibrated. The maximum amplification was 60 db and the sens-
itivity was 0.1 miorovolt. The scale relation between the inte^ator and
the recorder was Y S 3^* where X was the recorder scale in voltage and Y
iMis the sum of the integrated values on a counter. If the recorder traced
a pattern of a constant circle of 10 units through 3^0 det;ree8, the inte-
grator counter would read 500# Only the directivity and the relative
radiation patterns were obtained frooi the model range. The average power,
considered as an isotropic source, was plotted as a circle on the radia-
tion patterns. The field strength at one mile from an isotropic radiator
radiating one watt of power is 3.4055 millivolt per meter.* With the out-
put powers of the isotropic source and the model equal a scale existed for
predicting the field strength at any point in the radiation pattern.
Fit^ure 40 shows the ocmponents of the measurement experiments and
their relative relationship. The receiving horn is shown in Photograph
A. The audio lead to the bolometer amplifier is disconnected. The dis-
tance from the throat of the receiving horn to the ceaater of the probe
P. S. Carter (1).
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transition, Fi^jure 1J> was 12 .655 inches, '•'ho distance from probe transit-
ion to Lhe variable short was between 4«87^ ai^d 8*653 om, depending upon
the short position. The model antenna was a l/2Qth scale APN-1 radio
altimeter antenna with a full scale frequency of 420 to 460 mcs. emd a
model frequency of b400 to ^200 mcs* '^'he location of the model anteruia
was on the underneath side and forward in the starboard engine nacelle
as showi in Photograph B* Photograph C shows the PRD tuner in the air-
craft model* i^he cable seen at left center con leots to the antezma and
to the tuner. Due to practical c ens.derations this length could not b«
s^iortened* ^Iw PRD tuner emd bolometer mount, (nodel 612 -A )> included
in Photographs and C, was made by the i^oljtacnnic nesearcn and DeTelop-
ment Company, Inc. One tuner « serial number 20C« was used for all meas-
urements. The other tuner was used in the monitor circuit which insured
that the incident power intensity was constant for the experiments* RO
56/U cable was used for part of the model antenna, and for the audio
circuit from the bolometer resistance to the amrlifier. The bolcmeter
amplifier was made by I^ckaru and Bums. The torque ampiii'ier ana the
automatic recorder, including the ball and disc integrator, were made by
the Antenna Research Laboratory of Ohio State University*
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APPENDIX B
WAVBaUIDE TO COAXIAL LINE TRANSITION
It was necessary to treuisfer the inooming energy to the bolometer
detector with as few losses as possible. The HID detector and tuner had
a coaxial fitting and it was necessary to transform the energy from a
rectangular waveguide to a coaxial line. Waveguide to coaxial line coup-
ling can be made by proper choice of variables providing the impedance of
the coaxial line is equal to or less than twice the characteristic im-
pedance of the waveguide. There are several waveguide couplers that could
have been used**
Codxial line
T
p
Wav*<joL\<i«
Figure 42,
Waveguide to Coaxial Line Coupler
Figure 42 shows the type of coupler used, a eingie probe projecting into
the waveguide, and a variable short. The variables are the probe length
p" and the distance to the waveguide short " l" . Figure 13 shows the
•Waveguide to coaxial couplinc is covered in detail in other ^ubiications
as Slater (2?) pp. 296-30O, Ra^an (15) Ch, 6, IIT, Principles of Radar
CI7) Ch, 10 Art, 15, and Mumford (X4) article in IRE,
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detail structure of the coaxial transition, thotograph A shoTws the actual
reoeivint^ arrangement, not including the bolometer amplifier.
For matching, "pT and "l" should be variable. Cue experiment showed
that the variable short hGci the required change in electrical length for
correct matching. The other experiment selected the optimim probe tip
length nhich remained fixed throughout the remainder of its use. The
distance of the triable short from the probe had an optim\an» value of
about .22 A) at an operatint; frequency of about 9000 mcs. Practical con-
siderations made it necessary to use greater values of 1 •
Figure 43.
Reactance vs. Slectrical Length of Waveguide Short
4 s Optimum Position of Waveguide Short.
It can be seen from ft.gure 43 that various positions of the variable
short ( I=jlop^ / '^^ ) ^^^ repeat the match value for the optimum
W. W. Mvanford (14).
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position. Figure 14 shows the results of one of these measurements* The
true location of the eleotrioeU. length of the waveguide and the optimum
positions are diffioult x.o show. The true shorting position within the
«*T«guid« of th« wATOguide short wus not known accurately, therefore
exact location of the scale was not possible. With a correction for the
position of the scale it can be seen that good Biatohin^ occurred where
th« IsD^th was between ^/2 Aq i^d l/< Xq > n^hx JL- JLtot f ^?i^ » The
probe tip oi uhe center conductor, for the curves of Fi^^ire 14, was not
the optimvm dianeter. A set of probe tips was made of the same size as
the inner conductor. Their lengths varied frcn 16/64 inches to 22/64
inches. The VStil and the relatiTe power in the bolooMter ac.piifier were
obserTBd for each probe tip. The probe tip length of 19/64 inches was
selected as an optimum lenj^th. I^en used in the ^ x 1 inch (o.d.) wave-
guide the tip projectea into tno ^uiae about 739^ of the j^uioe aept.h«*
This probe tip length, variable short, and PhD tuner, as shown in Photo-
graph A, were used to transfer the received energy from the waveir.uide
to the detector • ^he equipment used in these experiments was arranged
as shown in the following block diagram*
Ki^tTn»
»WKr
kll»,tJ, tunu
^p
1 1 1
1
M«4.
tLOf'i
^Rp 6H»0t^f
t^M'\
Figure 44.
Diagram of Transition Experiments
The probe tip length agreed with that jiven by the following authors.
These experiments showed acont "]% projection into the waveguide. Ragan
(15) and Munford (14) show the sar.e percentage, LIT (17) gives A|/6,
which in this case is about 60^ projection into the guide.
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IzLfonaational data I
Variable short leiigth, to 5«57b om.
Probe tip to minlmiaa short length, 4. 6 7 5 cm*
liVave length in waTeguide, 4.6^ om«} in air« 3*32b cm*
tVequenoy, 90^0 mcs*
Optimun length, 1*067 cb^*
Probe tip datai
Crder : 1 : 2 t 5
-^
4 : 5 i 6 ,
' 7
Size . 16 : 17 ( 16 19 : 2C : 21 I 22
vsm
:
t 1*23 •• 1*24 t 1.22 :
t
l*12x 1*17 I 1*24 1 1.51
Rel. tover
t
1
t
6.4 : 6.4 11 6*4
:
X
X
6.4 X 6.
J
X 6.J ! 6,c
(Size 19 m«an« 19/64 inohea diameter.)
turns of short X IC X 20 iL ^er turn
I X I X X
lentsth in om* i 4.92 x S975 t
_7*.02fe t 6«079 * «1C5?
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APFBNDIX C
PHELIJflNARY SXPHIIMENTS
The .iraliminary exporinents were made to obtain data on the match-
ing and power transfer of available cooxponenta in the antenna laboratory.
Some parts were made to supplonent existing equipment, ^'he experiments
were divided between those pertaining to ooaxied lines and those confined
to waveguides*
!• Coaxial line experiments:
The coaxial line experimentr were made to find the yRB tuner
characteristics and the matching conditions when the model antenna was
used*
a* HU) Characteristics*
Hk$t««ii "^
Meter
A+h^. Slottid
line
Si»»>« Hgttr
I
FIGURE 45*
Diagram of Tnl) Characteristics Experiment
The PllD tuner was c^unocted directly to the slotted line* The pur-
pose of these experiments was to see how the VS*iR in the slotted line
and the relative power received in the bolometer amplifier would change
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for small changes in the length of the tuning stubs. This wap the detect-
ion system for the model and comparison euatennas. The length of the series
euad shunt stubs were moved until the bolometer amplifier reading nas a
maximisn* The readings of the VSVfl and relative power were recorded with
the shunt stub length being varied and the series stub length being fixed*
The following data was taken*
PRD Charaoteristios, Coaxial
Shunt length f 5000 mos.U J ^ ^000 {2 ) T tb40 mcs. ? b?00 mcs*
in turns VS'iVR Kel. Power VS'ifl Kel,Power VSifi Rel.Power VSlflR iiel. Power
7.5 2.7 10.0 2.6 1.5 .5
4/16 5*5 3.t 10.0 5.6 1.58 .5 4.2 .5fc
5/16 1.5 10.00
6/16 2.2 1.6 5.7 5.0
8/16 5*7 4.0 6.5 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 1.55
9/U
10/16
2.2
1.5
b.4
b.8 5.5 .7
1.55 10.0
11/16 2.1 5.4
12/16 4.4 4*2 7.5 4.6 2.15 4.5 6.0 .42
1 2.7 6*0 4.6 6.6 2.8 .9 high
n
low
1:^ less than 5.6 10*0
li 2*8 %6 10.0 6*5 1.75 .4 m It
1* 10.0 .2 10.0 .2 m n
TABi£ r;
The data for the frequency of 5000 mos. is showsi plotted in Figure
1 5* These curves show that there was a mwyimum power indication and a
'It
lowering of the YSTtSL at the same physical uosition of the shorted stub.
The data lor tc4U mcs. and b200 mos, is plotted in Figures 16 and 17,
There was fair evidence that the power transfer and the low VSlCi were
occurring at the same time, and that the matching desired was being
accompli shed*
b« Impedance measurements^ coajcial*
K - •'M I.e.
1
k^
.n»ft€i
'JfttOO
?R0 4«P
Hcttr
."*Vfr>
Figure 46.
Diagram for Impedance Measuroments
An attempt was c-.ade to determine the impedance at the model antenna
terminals. The reason for the measuremscts wast what was the impedance
value presented to the antenna terminals when the maximvn powwr indicat-
ion was observed in the bolometer amplifier? The model antenna was part-
ly constructed of KG 56/t cable. Small sections of the cable were cut
to the same length as the cable feeding the anten:.a. This permitted sub-
stituting a short aiid an open circuit for the antenna without removing
it from the model. The impedance was measured at the antenna terminals
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looking into the antenna and then into the deteotin-- network. There were
many detrimental factors in these measurements such as different Telooities
of propagation, large reflections, different current distributions, and
non-conformity wLth model ranj^e practices. The data taken, although of
doubtful Talue, wast
Impedance Measurements, Coaxial
HIn ISn ^ilJ^Sr "Z Looking
No Short Load Diff X| ;v^ .^^ ^ Z Recomputed VSltfl Toward
7.25 7.41 .lb 5.4 .055 ti .35-J.3I 16.5^15«5 1^2>-jl5.75 5*4 Antenna
1
_
b>l4 b.Ql .15 5.4 .0?b2 L — ?2.54j b.O ?2.34j 7.$ 1.6 l^eteotor
10.54 10.05 .29 3.4 .0853 ^
.46-J.5 23.0-J25.0 25.O-J25.O 2.8 Antenna
2
11.03 9*37 1»66 3»4 .4bbl G .bO-j.03 40.1»j 1.5 40.04J 1.5 1.2 6 Detector
10.27 12.22 1.95 3.4 .574 L I.23-J.77 6l.5-J3b.5 2b.O*jlb.5 2.12 Antenna
3
11.07 9.65 1.37 3.4 .4032 G .65-Jl.O 42.5-J50.0 25.0ij29.5 2. b 4 Detector
TABI£ V
c. Model antenna and slotted line on the range tower*
The model aircraft, including the model antenna (see
Photograph B), was mounted on the aodel reu:ige. A slotted line was in-
serted between the model antenna and the detector. The purpose of this
particular experiment was to observe the VSm between the antenna and the
detector, and the effect of the slotted line, when the model was being
illianinated on the model range. A range separation equal to or greater
than the model ram^^e requirements was desired. Sufficient signal for
tuning the detector was received when the rauige separation between the
transmitter and the receiver was over 50 feet. However, for sufficient
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r.f • po-w©r to permit a determination of the VBWR -with the slotted line,
the range separation had to be decreased to 2 feet. The value of the
VBTR at this distance was about 3,5 to 1, ^cording to the model range
requirements this distance was too small, so this type of mounting nas
unsatisfactory. An increase of r.f, po"wer would have allowed an increase
in the range separation. However a klystron, capable of being square-
wave modulated and with a greater power output, was not available at the
time of the experiment. Therefore the detection syatem, the fUD tuner,
was embedded within the aircraft model (see Photograph G)^ This per-
mitted ocmpliance with model range requirements and improved the matching
oonditions*
2, Waveguide experiments.
Experiments of the same nature as those made for the coaxial line
were made with the waveguide ocmponents,
a. Tuning oharaoteristica.
Figure 45 and Photograph A, less the electrcniagnetio
horn, show the connection of the waveguide ccmponents. Five sets of data
were tuken, each for a different probe tip diameter. The set given below
is for a diameter of 15/64 inches. The actual prole tip used in the ef-
ficiency measurements was 16/64 inches in diameter, however no data was
taken for this siie. Figure 14 shows these values plotted. This exper-
iment is discussed elsewhere in this paper and will not be repeated.
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reD Charactorietios, Waveguide
I'Vequency 902 niCB»
Wavojuido Short Wareguide Short
len£;th, in turns VSVYR Rel. Power letig th, in turns YSMR Rel. Power
1.4 19.0 ibi 1.32 19.2
1 1.46 18.9 19 1.5 19.4
2 1.46 ie.9 20 1.4 19.6
3 1.55 lb.
9
21 1.4 19.8
4 1.53 18.9 22 1.44 20.0
5 1.50 18.8 23 1.42 20.0
6 1.52 It.
8
24 1.42 20.0
7 1.50 18.7 25 1.58 20.0
8 1.42 16.6 26 1.52 19.9
9 1.24 lb. 5 27 1.26 19.8
10 1.36 18.3 28 1.20 19.8
11 1.25 17.8 29 1.25 19.8
12 1.30 U.8 30 1.26 19.7
15 2.1 14.8 30i 1.54 19.6
14 5.8 11.4 31 1.15 19.6
15 b.5 5.6 3li 1.26 19.6
1* 2.6 12.1 52 1.52 19.5
16 2.2 14.6 35 1.26 19.5
i6i 1.29 16.6 34 1.2b 18.9
17 1.17 17.7 Near 51 1.01 19.8*
17^ 1.12 18.2 Near 51 1.15 19.8**
18 1.28 18.8
TABI£ VI
Vftien tuned for Minimum VSIR
When tuned for I.Iaximun Power
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b. Impedance measurement s« maveguide.
A set of tests inere made with the oompeu'ison circuit
similar to those made -with the model antenna. The slotted line iwas vari-
ed in position. Scmetimes it was in the reoeivinf^ circuit and other times
it was in the transmitting circuit. Values for the impedance were found
at a point near the tiuroat of the horn. 2^ is the horn impedance and Zd
is the detector impedance.
Impedance Measurtciemts^ Wareguide
En En Diff
No Short Load Diff A^ -^^ 7?V ^^''*^ I ^ Looking
10.26 9.72 .54 5.18 G .1061 1.52 .9*j.25 454J12.5 Zd
1
_
10«26 10.4fe .22 5.18 L .0425 1.064
.95-JOg5 47.5-jl.25 Zh
10.29 9.5 .79 5.16 Q .1525 1.48 1.064J.58 5Mol9 Z^
2
10.29 10.47 .18 5.1b L .0375 1.055 .95-j.ce5 47.5-Jl.25 Zh
5
9.13 8.66 .47 4.6 3 .ice 1.14 .955iJ.12 47.754J6.0 Zh
9.15 b.D5 •4L 4.6 G .1042 1.26
.924J.2 464J10 ^ri
A
9.14 6.81 .33 4.6 G .072 1.145 .9154J0.09 45.754J4.5 Zh
4
9.14 9.09 .05 4.6 G .01085 1.22 .89*j.025 44.54jl.25 Zd
5
9.15 8.79 .34 4.7 G .066 1.15 .9*j.09 454J4.5 Zh
?•!? 8.65 .50 4.7 G .1063 2.4 .66^j.55 33*j2 7.5 Zd
9.12 8.68 .44 4.6 G .0956 1.16 .*»44j.l2 47*j6 Zj^
6
9.12 9.96 .64 4.6 L .1626 1.55 1.25-J.41 62.5-J^c.3 Z^
TABI£ VII
Measurements 1 and 2 were made at frequency of 6620 mcs. and 3 through
6 were at 92 55 mcs.
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The sixth experiment was takai mth extreme car-. Simultaneous readings
of the VSKIR were taken in the transmitter and the reoei"ver circuits.
The VSm for the transmitter was 1,01 to 1 and that for the receiver was
1.05 to !• This 3i;owea timi; the system oi' transmitter and receiver, al-
though the Fresnel lone conditions prevailed, was matched, ^^ctual model
reu3ge conditions should Improve the matching conditions*
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